Security Manager – AV Defender

A feature available with N-able N-central

Security Manager – AV Defender delivers powerful virus and malware protection and includes disk encryption for Windows® devices on your clients’ networks. Powered by one of the industry’s leading antivirus providers, Bitdefender™, it is fully integrated into N-able™ N-central® to deliver comprehensive management from a single pane of glass.

Security Manager – AV Defender uses advanced technology to safeguard your Windows devices from the latest security threats. Bitdefender technology frequently wins independent industry security tests.

Simplified security management

- Simplified exclusion management with organizational and system-level global exclusions
- Streamlined deployment with rule-based automated configuration, deployment, and migration of your customer environments
- Increased visibility of antivirus activity with comprehensive event monitoring and enhanced threat visualization, complete with a dashboard-style view of antimalware activity
- Robust reports to quickly and dynamically provide insight into your environment

Comprehensive feature set

Security Manager – AV Defender provides more than just anti-malware protection. It includes a fully featured two-way firewall, anti-phishing, ransomware protection, web filtering, and user controls. This comprehensive functionality is essential in blocking increasingly diverse threats from infecting end-user systems and server endpoints.

Disk encryption manager is available as an add-on

In combination with Security Manager – AV Defender, we offer disk encryption manager, an efficient way to manage, monitor, and report on customers’ device encryption requirements. Plus, you can roll this out with Security Manager – AV Defender, streamlining deployment and configuration into one step. The new module is managed from the same console that customers or MSPs are using today.

Quick and easy deployment

Replacing any widely used system can be daunting. Security Manager – AV Defender removes the hassle by deploying at the click of a button and automatically uninstalling most legacy endpoint clients. Additionally, N-central allows you to schedule deployment and customer-system reboots.
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N-able empowers managed services providers (MSPs) to help small and medium enterprises navigate the digital evolution. With a flexible technology platform and powerful integrations, we make it easy for MSPs to monitor, manage, and protect their end customer systems, data, and networks. Our growing portfolio of security, automation, and backup and recovery solutions is built for IT services management professionals. N-able simplifies complex ecosystems and enables customers to solve their most pressing challenges. We provide extensive, proactive support—through enriching partner programs, hands-on training, and growth resources—to help MSPs deliver exceptional value and achieve success at scale.
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